
LETTER FROM AN IMPRISONED WRITER

Dear Winston,

In case you've been wondering where I'd gone, here I am. t was
arrested on November 1st last year. I would have written to you sooner but
if you contact the editor of Rune he'll explain why I didn't. l'll be brief.
I need publicity but I don't want any nonsense about zac, etc. My Moslem
friends are-dcing what they can, as are certain cthers, and ! don't need
crazies.

Briefly, I've got a "provisional" trial date, with litfle or no
chance of bail, on April 22nd.I've got three charges at the moment,
although there is talk of adding a fourth, publishing a pamphlet that would
be perfectly legal in the USA. The other charges are witness intimidation,
making a threat to kill (an out and out fabrication), and "assault". The
assault charge is creative, to put it mildly. I gave a document to a police
officer, who showed it to another police officer, who showed it to the
alleged victim, who was so distressed and suffered such ,'mental anguish" at
the contents that they have charged me with assault! No, I am not joking!

The so called victim is a social security fraud investigator [i.e. a
benefit snoop. These people are professional informers hired by the British
welfare state and often work on commission, getting a percentage of the
fraud, real or imagined, that they discover. - wsl lt will not surprise you
to learn that he/she [word illegible] is an accomplice of one Gerry Gable.
Gable has made a statement to the police that won't go down very well with
his left-wing friends.

Now, if you're in the running, I need your help. Firsfly, I need as
much publicity as possible. You'll be able to get some details from the
editor of Rune. l'm afraid my solicitor has been very obstructive and no
help at all. Can you put a message out on the Internet in various right wing
(and not so right wing) news groups? | need any information on a woman who
was active in the British National Front or on the nationalist scene in the
1980s. She may have been using the name of Mrs. McGuinness, she may have
been using the name Broadway, or she may have been known simply as Rita, but
this is quite important.

Secondly, can you put out some sort of appeal? I've had problems
with Legal Aid and I've got no money coming in at all. Cash in small amounts
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can be sent straight, checks in British currency drawn on a U.K. bank only
should be made payable to the Governor, H.M. Prison Brixton. A donation or
two would be appreciated but the main thing is that I need publicity and
lots of it. Gable will be a major witness at the trial starts at Southwark
Crown Court on April 22nd, and whatever the result he will be totally
discredited for good

-Alexander Baron

RW1862 Baron - C Wing
HMP Brixton
Jebb Avenue
London SW2
ENGLAND

[Alexander Baron is not a National Socialist or a racialist; he is a
libertarian writer whose ideas I sometimes find eccentric but who in the
main is far more "one of us" than he realizes, albeit not entirely. He has
also spent some years taking on Jewish SEARCHLIGHT editor Gerry Gable, one
of the worst enemies of freedom and human decency alive today, and in the
course of his one-man David-against-Goliath battle he has displayed a
tenacity, a panache, and an exemplary physical courage which is
inspirational. This is not the first time he has been jailed in the course
of his war against Gable's lies and vicious hate-filled activities, and
several years ago he was beaten almost to death on his very doorstep by
three of Gable's thugs armed with hammers.

This man deserves our help, for he is fighting for literary and
politicalfreedom in the land where many of us trace our ancestry, and that
is a battle worth tighting. l ask you all to give Alexander Baron that help.
I ask you to post this letter far and wide, everywhere you can think of that
might help, and if you can spare a quid or two lay it on him. Also, I point
out that the NSWPP has an extensive collection of Alexander Baron's work in
e-mail format on file. In honor of Mr. Baron, later on this weekend I will
be re-issuing everything of his we have. lf you don't want it. notify me now
or delete it from your files when it arrives---but bear in mind that the man
who wrote this material has suffered prison and persecution and attempted
murder in order to win the right to speak his mind, before you get cavalier
with the delete button, ok? - Winston Smithl

"This destiny does not tire, nor can it be broken, and its mantle of
strength descends upon those in its service." - Francis Parker Yockey, IMPERIUM

Further info: http://www. nswpp. org
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